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OBJECTIVE

The detection and classification of proarrhythmic phenotypes like early afterdepolarizations (EADs) is fundamental in the safety pharmacology assessment of developing drugs. Calcium flux analysis enables sensitive and high throughput in vitro assays to assess potential cardiac liabilities of compounds of interest in cardiomyocytes, generating large amounts of multi-parametric data in a single experiment. However, instrument-agnostic, robust automated data analysis platforms to predict and characterize EADs are not readily available.

METHODS

We developed a new integrated approach able to automatically classify severity grades of EADs observed in high throughput calcium flux data. Stemonix microHeart screening plates promote cardiomyocyte alignment and enable greater resolution over the analysis of pro-arrrhythmic phenotypes observed in human induced pluripotent stem cell-derived cardiomyocytes (hiPSC-CMs). hiPSC-CMs were maintained in standard or microengineered microHeart 384-well screening plates for seven days prior to compound treatment and calcium flux analysis. Compound responses were categorized into 7 phenotypes: normal rhythmic calcium flux behavior, five severity grades of EADs, and cessation of beating activity (quiesscence). Data generated in the microHeart platform was used by Cybernano to develop and validate a statistical learning algorithm: Cybernano i-Cardio EAD to characterize transient patterns associated with different classes of EADs. Parametric modeling of the beating pattern was associated with a numeric degree of EADs with a value normalized between 0 (no beating) and 1 (no EAD). Finally, an multiclass classification is applied to discriminate the five severity grades of EADs.

RESULTS

EAD classifications obtained from standard manual data plotting were compared to classifications obtained with Cybernano algorithms, and concordance between the datasets was analyzed for validation. Robust concordance was observed through this analysis, indicating that the algorithm has satisfactory fidelity to streamline data analysis for automated detection of EADs from high throughput calcium flux analysis in cardiomyocytes.

CONCLUSION

In summary, the comparison of data analysis obtained have demonstrated the proof of concept and very promising perspectives for automatic detection and grading EADs in high throughput calcium flux assays. This comparative study will serve as basis for extending the analysis to a larger library of molecules for additional validation.